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Sur -proposition de  la Commission,  le Comit4  pennanent  de  l~Flnploi 
a  donne, un  avia favorable  l  la oriation d'un Pool  Eu.rop4en  d'Etudea et 
d'Analyaee  (E.P.o.s.)  dana le domain• .4•  la nouvelle teohnologie cl.'iz.-
tormation et de  l'emploi. 
Ce  Pool' a  troie tonctione prtnoipalea  1 
- raseembler et lvaluer lea recherche• etfeotu••• et lea exp4rienoea 
aignifioa~ivea au nive&u  national ·,  · 
- diffuser et  comparer cea aoti  vi  t's de  recherche et :  ~.es  exp&riences,  -
mettant des  aynth• ..  •  l  la disposition de  oeux  qui  participant aux 
dtSba'te  poli  tiquea et  aoie¥~!!-quea, tout  _rni~u;ti~rement lea part  ... 
nairea aooiau  1  ·  ..  · 
- orienter, pour le tutur,  lea 'tudea et ana11••• factuellea et 'prospeo-
tiyea.  · 
.lctuellement,  le travail du Pool  consiste  ~ssentfellement en la  realisation 
4 '\Ule  b&ae  4ooumerrtaire,  de bibliographies colllllenteea et du priaent bulletin. 
WHAT  IS  THE  E.P1o.s. ? 
The Standing Committee  on Einploymentwas in favour ot the Commi·ssion •  s 
propoaal to aet  up an European  Pool  ot Studies and Analyses (E.P.o.s.) 
in the field ot new  information technology and employment. 
'l'be  Pool  hae three main funotione  1 
- to collect and  evaluate completed  research and  significant  development• 
at national level, 
- to compare  and  circulate the results of such  research and  development•, 
"by  ll&kin~ 8\lniD&ries  available to those who  take part  in political and 
scientific debates,  in partlcular employers and trade unions, 
- io play a, •ore directional  role,  in future,  via a  via tactual etudiea 
and analyaea. 
,._t  the moment,  the Pool ie essentially working on the preparation ot a 
a&ta bank,  oa &nDOtated bibliographie•,  wrYe78 and on the current 
'bulletin. 
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Preface 
SOCIAL  CHANGE  AND  TEXJH1TOLOGY  IN EUROPE  will  no-w  be published monthly, 
contrary to the announcement  in Bulletin No.  1 
In addition to the  reeular national  reports,  it seemed  a  good  idea to 
open the Bulletin to contributions from  the Cornrr,ission  - or written on its 
behalf - of interest to politicians,  the  t,,,o  sides of industry and  research 
scientists in Europe. 
1''his  arre.ngement  will be ·inauP,Ur?~ed in thin  second issue on the theme 
ncomputerir;ation - jobs - u.:..'1.employrr.ent".  It consists of a  critical anal;rsis 
of the debate,  togetht?.r with  summaries  of  nome  thirty Btudies  on the subject. 
The  next  issue will contain a  list of publications by subjects.  Bulletin 
No.  4,  to be  published as scheduled,  will contain the second set  on contri-
butions from  national  representatives. 
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I NTRCDUC'riON 
SincE'  the mid-70s,  there has been a  revival in 11\lrope  of the debe.te  on 
the relationship between technology and  employment.  The  issue is not 
a  new  one.  Since the advent  of capitalism it has  cropped up  whenever 
there' have been  serious  economic difficulties.  Lookine on the dark 
side,  it is at  such  times that  recession and unemployment  rear their heads, 
but  it is also at  such times that  radical technological  changes take places 
fresh patterns of work orp:anization are introduced and  new machines instal-
led.  It is hardly surprising that  people tend to connect  these two aspects 
c>  ... nd  rer~-r·d technology as the cause of unemployment. 
Disregardine surface appearances,  what  is the  t~~e relationship between 
technical progress and the number of  jobs available ?  ~~ny conflicting replies 
have  been  given'.  It i3 tempting to conclude that there is no  definite answer, 
but it sBems  more  sensible and more fruitful to accept that the relationship 
is contingent  on historical circumstances and there is no  immutable  law linking 
the  tliO  vctriables.  In every age there is confrontation between a  range  of 
teehnologies and a  dominant  form  of social  relationships and  economic  constraints• 
'lioday it is micro-electronic technology,  or information technology,  that is 
{~;aining a  foothold in a  crisis.:.:.afflicted society,  the forms  of which  evolved 
with  a.  different  generation of technologies.  The  doubts,  con:flicts and distur-
banGes  ··~~aused by tnis confrontation are numerous  and  go  far beyond the impact  of 
the new  technology on  jobs and  unemplo~~ent (1).  And  yet this issue is at the 
cP~re of the discussior..s.  The  responses  found,  the methods  used and the persistent 
questionine are significant  of -the  issues at  stake and the terms  of the whole 
debate. 
R~ther ·than surveying the precise results available in the existing literature, 
-we  ~nave preferred to concentrate  on ·these methods  and questions,  while part  2 
of the Bulle-r..in contains  summaries  of various  s·tudies. 
He  shr<..ll  first  examine the speciftc features  of the eurrent  debate  :  is it the 
neVJ  "t.  ~chnology that forces  us to put an old question in new terms  or is it the 
r;oci2~}.  and  economie  context that  has  changed  ?  Perhaps it is the very relation-
,:-;hip  between teohnology and  work that  ha.s  cha.nged and  needs to be  reconsidered ? 
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After looking more  closely at the constraint  of  r~mpetitiveness, universally 
acknowledeed as a  constraint  on  technolor,jcal  in· )vation,  we  shall study the 
methods  used in the existing literature.  We  shall look in turn at analyses 
based on the firm and at micro-economic analyses.  We  shall draw  conclusions 
on  the issues at  stake in the debate and  on policies that  could be adopted. 
1. WHAT  IS N»l  IN  THE  "N§l  ~HNOLOG'T'? 
How  is it that  new  information technology is giving rise to unprecedented 
discussions about its impact  on  the  economy,  and in particular on  employment  ? 
Is it the technology itself that makes  it necessary to review earlier conclu-
sions  (1). 
There are two  ways  of tackling this question.  The  first is of an empirical 
nature and involves demonstrating that the new  technology has already had 
harmful  effeot  on  employment.  This is proposed,  for  example~ by G.  FRIEDRICHS 
[5].  However,  it has  not  yet been proved that the technology factor is 
really at the root  of this reduction in employment.  P.  STONEMAN  and alii show 
convincingly that  so  far there is no  conclusive  evidence~ that technical progress 
is responsible for the current unemployment  levels ~28J• 
The  second method  consists of listing the specific features  of the  nP-w  techno-
logy.  The  aim  is to  show  that  new  information technology breaks with previous 
trends in technical progress. 
In our view,  it is J.  RAM.  Cl6  J  that best  represents and formalizes this 
approach.  He  proposes four specific  cha~cteristics of the new  technology that 
can serve as grounds  f~r unprecedented 'ruestions of an  economic  nature  : 
1. 'l'he  nature of ·the  new  technolopy,  which  exercises "intelligent" flmctions and 
therefore competes  more  directly witbman's most  specific attribute and not 
merely with his  physic~l strength as before  ; 
2.  The  speed with which  these techniques are being developed and disseminated, 
mainly because of the impressive reductions in the cost  of manufacturing 
microprocessors,  the low marginal  cost  of these components  and their ver-
satility ; 
3.  The  scientific nature of the discoveries  ~leading to these innovations, 
unlike the empirical discoveries in earlier times  ; 
4.  The  development  of these  techniq~es on  a  world  scale; 
The  last two  points are the weakest  :  the fourth  is not  really new;  while the 
third concerns the process of technological  innovation rather than its economic 
use anci  therefore precedes the issue with which  we  are concerned here. 
(1) For example,  those in the 1966  Report  to President  Johnson£1] 
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The  second point  provides  some  justification for the concern arosen by 
the new  ~~ve of computerization and automation.  The  speed with which 
these technologies are beinr: introduced is indeed likely to give rise to 
temporary imbalances because  of differences itl timing.  I:lowever,  it is· 
not  in itself sufficient to call into question the arguments predating the 
acceleration in the development  and dissemination of these techniques. 
There  remains  the first point  concerninff the intelligent nature of the new 
technology.  This characteristic tends to make  it a  basically labour-saving 
technology  jeopardizing the employment-growth  relationship.  With  the use of 
this new  technology,  the number  of  jobs available would  be more  and more 
strictly tied to the volume  of production.  Some  authors  ~16, 24,  27~ p11t 
forward the idea that a  revival  of production would.  not  affect. the long-term 
tendency for employment  to declin_e.  The  growth -productivity.- employment 
triangle would  be  replaced by a  direct  r·elationship between technology and 
employment,  with productivity merely being proportional to the volume  of 
production. 
Without  attempting to predict the future,  we  must  say that the  signs of this 
happening in the future are scanty.  This argument  'is based partly on  an implicit 
extrapolation of a  specific form  of erowth  :  the type we  have  experienced over 
the past· 30 years,  as far as  economic  and  social fonns are concerned, with a 
radically new  technology.  ~be probability of this scenario coming about  is 
low. 
The  limits of an argument  based solely on the specific features  of the technolo-
gies are quicldy reached.  To  supplement  or contrast  with thin approach,  the 
authors  examine  the new  crisis economy  within which  the technologies are being 
introduced.  It is then the  economic  and social context itself that is put 
forward  to account .for the new  nature of the technology-employment  relationship. 
2.  THE  NE.W  ECONOMIC  AND  SOCIAL  CONTEXT 
Full  employment  no  longer exists in the wectern countries despite their ~~st 
record of 25  years  of sustained and continuous  growth and  low unemployment. 
Since 1974  growth  has been slowine down  in all these countries and this has 
been accompanied by a  laree increase in the number  of  job seekers. 
These  apparent  signs of recession have  numerous  causes that  need not  be listed 
and analyzed here.  It should merely be borne in.mind  that the current  increase 
in unemploJ~ent cannot  be accounted for by a  traditional mechanism  of technolo-
gical unemployment. 
New  information technology is being introduced on  a  vast  scale in a  period of 
mounting  unemploJ~ent and  economic  difficulties.  It is not  the root  cause of. 
either of these phenomena  but it is concomi ttant.  Many  more authors  base 
their reasoning on this finding and not  on a  radical  change  in the effect  of 
one  technology on a  given economic  environment. 
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Against this new  economic  background,  tcchnolor ,.,  which  leads to improvements 
in productivity,  has an impnct  on  employment  di ··:rercnt  from  the effects it 
might  have  had during the preceding phase of g;rowth.  This is true whatever 
the technology considered. 
If a  hypothesis of full  employment  is adopted,  as was  the case during the 
1980s  in Europe,  productivity dete~ines the perMissible volume  of erowth. 
As  BOYER  and PETIT  point  out  in their study on  the subject  (1)  :  when  there 
is full  employment,  any gains in productivity promote  growth,  in Jk'lrticular by 
offsetting the shortage of labour and  le;:;senine inflationary pressures". 
To  portray a  si  tua.tion of that  Iq.nd.,  one  conoiders a  chain of causality '!!:hich, 
starting from  the  jobs available and the feasible productivity increaces, 
determines product  growth. 
Sir..cc  the mid-70s,  the logic of this chain has  changed,  and thic partly accounts 
for the  nm"'  nature of the questions  now  arising.  In a  si  tua.tion of lmderemploy-
ment  "of the Keynesian type",  as  BOYER  and  PETIT  call it (resultinc from  the 
inadequacy of real demand),  it is employment  and not  grovnh that is affected by 
increased productivity.  Is that  sufficient  reason to call it "technological " 
unemployment?  We  shall see that the problem is by no  means  simple and is far 
more  than a  terminological dispute. 
If the time of argument  adQpted by BOYER  and.  PETIT  is pursued with the  European 
economies  in their current  state,  the line of causality that  existed during 
the period of post-war expansion would  be inverted  -:·  demand  prospects and  pro-
4uctivity trends would  now  determine variations in employment. 
This will indeed be the case if development  and  growth  continue on their present 
lines,  At  first sieht there appear to be two  possible l'Jays  of getting av.Jay 
from  this :  to slow down  the  in"tfroduct~on of the neN  technologies or to reconcile 
the  economic  and social  environment  with the existing and future information 
technologies. 
The  impossibility of the European  economies  taking the first course is one  of 
·the re.re  points on  which all agr~ed in the debate.  It is universally ack:norr-
ledged that the external  const~int of competitiveness is a  strong argument 
for the introduction of technical progress.  This constraint, if it is  justified, 
therefore influences that  whole  debate,  ever the way  in which  questions are put, 
as  'TrJe  shall see. 
3 •  THE  ISSUE  OF  COMPETITIVENESS 
In examining competitiveness,  it 
that are often confused ~19~. 
issues at stake. 
ic ponciblc to distinguish two  separate questions 
This confusion obscures the discussion and the 
(1)  BOYER  and PETIT,  Productivite et  emploi  :  evolution recente  et perspective, 
CEPR]MAP,  1980  • 
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The  first question can be asked in these terms  :  is the new  technology 
reducing employment?  Its significance is as follows  :  if we  take a  given 
initial level of employment,  does the information technology introduced 
have the effect of reducing the level? The  comparative  reference of employ-
ment  levels is here temporal  and historic. 
The  second guestion is as follows  :  does the new  technology safeguard 
employment?  Its significance is as follows  :  is the level of  employment  at 
a  given time greater than it would  have been without  computerization?  The 
comparative reference here is instantaneous and alternative. 
These  two  questions are not  identical.  Although the  second can be answered 
in the affirmative by using the competitiveness constraint as an argument, 
this constraint  cannot  be adduced to  resolve the first question,  even  though 
that has often been attempted.  It is not  possible to reduce the first ques-
tion to the  second. 
And  yet  this is what  s.  NORA  and A.  MINC,  for example {"2 ], appear to be 
doing when  they write that  : 
"What  effects massive  computerization will have  on  employment 
depend on a  balancing act,  the outcome  of a  race between the 
reduction in manpower  linked to increased productivity and 
the increase in markets resulting from  a  higher degree of com-
petitiveness". 
This  idea of setting off growth against productivity by. way  of competitive-
ness is certainly one  of the theories that has had the greatest  success over 
the past  six or seven years.  It has nad and. still. has an extremely strong 
ideological  impact. 
At  least three criticisms can be made  of this type of analysis  : 
since all countries make  the  same  circulation, it is not  the absolute level 
of productivity that  counts but  the relative level of productivity increases 
an  improvement  in productivity,  even if relative,  does  not  necessarily result 
in an increase in foreign markets  ; 
the question of the growth  of nations cannot  be boiled down  to the distri-
bution of a  given quantity of work to be done at world level,  a  zero - sum 
game. 
Here  we  shall merely make  a  few  comments  on  each of these points. 
Considering the first point,  the question of relevance to Europe is whether 
the new  technology will  enable us to  regain our competitive position vis-a-vis 
the rest  of the world.  In comparison to the other developed countries,  infor-
mation technology is being introduced at a  pace and in a  way  that  do  not  justify 
much  optimism  in this respect.  It  seems more  a  matter of maintaining Europe's 
competitive position than improving it, at least in the medium  term. 
.;. -. 
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With  regard to the  second point it should be  no~ed that,  as the Lesourne 
Commission  demonstrated in France,  the argument  that  increased  proauctivity 
is a  sine qua non  for the improvement  of a  natirn's competitiveness,  even 
assuming that price competition is the determining factor,  is based on the 
hypothesis of the full use of the labour available.  In a  situation where 
unemployment  is as high as it is at present,  this hypothesis is anything but 
realistic. 
At  a  time when  the labour factor is being wasted,  expenditure on unemployment 
benefit  greatly weakens  the logic of arguments that  assume  the full  use of 
factors. 
J.  DE  BANDT  expressed similar vie·ws  when  he wrote that  "increases in produc-
tivity are not  a  solution if the  corresponding productivity surpluses have to 
be used to remunerate  redundant  manpower".  And  yet almost all the European 
countries at present find themselves in a  situation of this kind. 
rP.he  last point  is the most  important.  The  issue of the relationship between 
technology and  employment  is not ·only a  problem  for  each  of us but  is also a 
universal problem.  Consequently it cannot  be resolved by  nationalistic atti-
tude of exporting one's own  unemployment.  The  future growth  of the world economy 
and the resultant unemployment  will not  by any means  be  solely a  function of 
the relative competitiveness in developed countries.  Although competitiveness 
is indeed a  constraint  in that it prevents us from  merely discarding the new 
technologies,  it is not  a  solution to the ·existing and future unemployment 
problem. 
And  yet  can we  accept  the alternative proposed by H.  AUJAC  and J.  DE  ROUVILLE 
"either reduce  employment  by automation or extinguish it by insufficient auto-
mation" Ll9J?  This is the real  issue in the current  debate. 
Continuing our investigation,  we  shall now  take a  more  systematic look at the 
various methods  adopted to tackle the problem.  We  shall  start with analyses 
based on  the observation of firms. 
4•  ANALYSES  BASED  ON  THE  FIRM 
In the debate two  methods  of microeconomic analysis can be distinguised  :  those 
based on  the different  types of applications of the new  technology  (numerically 
controlled machine tools,  memor,y  typewritter,  robots,  terminals,  etc)  and those 
based on the sectors in which  these technologies will be  introduced.  Both 
approaches have a  number  of advantages and drawbacks. 
The  analyses which  start from  technical applications have  the advantage of clearly 
defining the technological factor.  This is clearly exposed,  especially in the 
simulation studies often  c~rried out  by hardware manufacturers.  However,  this 
advantage can turn into a  drawback if the results are made  to  say things they do 
not  mean. 
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As  they isolate the technological factor,  these studies are not  capable of 
correctly taking into consider,ation social and organizational factors,  or 
analyzing a  production process as a  whole.  Since the weight  of the techno-
logical constraint is pushed to its extreme limit, it is not  surprising that 
the results are very pessimistic  (1),  or even alarmist.  Nor  do  they take 
account  of the wastage and the new  uses made  of hardware,  which are particular-
ly significant  in the tertiary sector.  In the final analysis,  their value is to 
provide us with  information on  the limits 'of  the impact  of the new  technologies 
on  jobs.  And  we  do  mean  jobs and not  work.  An  automated  job does not  necessa-
rily mean  a  loss of work.  Workers  whose  jobs are affected are often moved 
elsewhere in the firm.  Consequently it is not  often that  employment  is directly 
reduced by the introduction of the new  technology. 
Sectoral analyses on the basis of real  case  studies are less open to the 
criticism of being too technical.  In analyzing an  economic -situation in all 
its complexity,  the technical factor is viewed in the context  of a  set  of social 
and economic  parameters that is no  longer ignored.  It is then the isolation of 
the "technical progress"  factor that  causes problems.  This difficulty is never-
theless stimulating in that it is based on a  fundamental  fact  :  although techno-
logy influences work,  work is not totally constrained by technology.  The  very 
delimitation of the degree of constraint that a  technology exercises on the orga-
nization and the volume  of work  becomes  one of the basic tasks in sectoral micro-
economic  studies. · 
Whatever their approach,  however,  there are limits to microeconomic  studies. 
These are of at least three types.  First of all,  there is great  theoretical uncer-
tainty ~6, 21~.  Secondly,  the indirect  effects are poorly and inadequately 
evaluated.  Lastly,  future projections are simplistic and are not  cumulative  sector 
by sector because of a  lack of understanding of the indirect  effects and a  failure 
to take into account  background macroeconomic  data.  For these reasons,  it is 
essential clearly to define the field of validity of  such  research.  Microeconomic 
studies do  not  allow conclusions to be drawn  on  the overall  effects or the net 
effects of computerization on  employment  ~3, 11,  17~.  Analysis based exclusi-
vely on case studies  should therefore refrain from  considering the net  impact  on 
employment.  The  stu~ of these net  effects is a  matter for macroeconomic  analyses. 
On  a  micro-economic  scale,  the pertinent  question to which  the study should seek 
a~ answer.concerns.mobility.  In  tacklin~ this issue of labour displacement  follo-
w1ng  the 1ntroduct1on of new  technology {for example  between  services and  industr.y 
~6, 16~), these studies must  consider the gross effect  :  how  many  new  work  places 
will  be  created and how  many  old ones abolished.  Allowing for the firm's  internal 
labour market,  how  many  jobs will be abolished locally and  how  many  created locally. 
The  tools for case studies are far more  suitable for this type of research than for 
the  examination of overall balances. 
(1)  For example,  the results of the famous  but  invisible report  by  Siemens, 
BUro  1990,  1976,  Munich. 
.;. 
J - ... 
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Better guidance will be  provided for policies on  tr<  ining,  education,  retrai-
ning,  aid for mobility,  infor.mation for workers  and  ~ven to a  large  extent aid 
for the  unemployed  by  information on gross flow than by a  knowledge  of partial 
or overall net  effects. 
These  net  effects cannot  be  evaluated merely by  drawing up  a  balance of the 
gross effects measured at micro-economic  level.  To  evaluate them,  we  need a 
macro-economic  reference framework  which  we  can  justificably risk passing over 
when  we  are concerned with gross micro- or meso-economic  effects. 
Arguments  based on balances call for a  knowledge  of the  economic  environment  that 
goes well  beyond the question of technology (1).  Finally,  arguments  conducted 
ceteris paribus are to a  large extent  sterile at  a  time of major changes  such as 
today. 
5·  MACRO-Ex::ONOMIC  ANALYSES 
The  main function of macro-economic  studies,  which  may  be of a  direct  futurological 
nature,  is to  reply to the first question asked in Section  3  above  :  will the new 
technology reduce  employment  ?  They  also help to make  progress  on  the question of 
competitiveness. 
The  methods  used in the macro-economic approach are of two  types  :  the first is 
quantitative and consists of building forecasting models based on the extrapolation 
of past  trends.  The  second is qualitative and consists of constructing future 
scenarios;  it is more  speculative than the first  one. 
5.1  MODELS 
The  approach by way  of models consists of deducing future  developments  from  past 
quantitative macro-economic  observations in accordance with a  general  logic of 
relationships,  constraints and behaviours.  In our case,  the models  use a  complex 
set  of relations to  deduce future trends in the volume  of employment  and unemploy-
ment  from  a  comparison of expected  improvements  in productivity and volume  of pro-
duction L:ll,  2~. 
Essentially,  therefore,  the results depend firstly on  the mechanisms  by which  the 
model  determines future productivi  t'y and product  growth  and  secondly on  the  relations 
to which the model  gives preference between  these two  variables.  Four types of 
difficulties are  encountered in building any model  of this type L25]. 
1. Difficulties in demonstrating the connection between technical progress 
and  employment.  This link depends  on  the hypotheses adopted for the factors deter-
mining product  growth,  and in particular on  the connection between technical progress 
and growth.  This latter relation is one of the most  controversial in economic 
science.  It  depends amongst  other things on the way  the  external  constraint  is 
analysed.  The  nature of existing unemployment  (classical or Keynesian)  is in the 
same  way  vital for demonstration of the connection between technical progress and 
employment.  Even  less than any other approach,  modelling for forecasting purposes 
cannot  disregard theoretical analysis of macro-economic  chain effects. 
(1)  It is also necessary to take account  of all the intersectorial relationships 
and  substition phenomena  between  goods and  services. 
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2.  Difficulties in mea.s~ring technical' change-.,  Macro~economic model's · 
deal  only with the consequences of technical progress,  the  orig~n of which,  in 
contrast to  cas.e  ~Studies,  is not  described.  Consequently,  these models adopt 'the 
hypothesis,  which  i_s  open to criticism,  of  exogenous  determination of technical 
progress  ( 1). 
Since 1973,  when  productivity trends in most  western countries  showed  a  break 
with the past,  it.has not  been possible to predict future trends with  certainty 
because of the lack of any consistent theoretical analysis of  thi~ change  (lasting 
or tr-ansitory,  etc  ••• ). 
3.  Failure to take into account  the factors determining technical progress. 
Inherently,  macro-economic  models  do  no  more  th~n extrapolate past  trends in 
technical  progress without  concerning themselves with the·origin of this progress. 
In the final analysis progress_ is oniy a  function of time.  Under those conditions, 
it is understandable that  such models  can contribute little to the  study of a  possi-
ble break in productivity trends resulting from  a  major innovation. 
4.  Failure to take into account  possible upheavals  in the econ9mic  and  social 
behaviour of the various protagonists_.  The  crisis can effectively be ove·rcon1e 
only by calling into question existing institutional fonns  of production and con-
sumption.  The  models,  which are  extremely conservative from  this. point  of view, 
are powerless to consider non-linear developments of this kind. 
Finally,  the uncertainties about  both the future macro-economic  environment  and the 
growth  in productivity brought about  by technical progress greatly  jeOpardize the 
results of macro-economic models.  At  a  time when  everything is being thrown into 
question as it is today it is often deceptive to try to interpret the future in the 
light  of the immediate past.  Significant breaks can occur at  any time and existing 
models are incapable of predicting ~hem and taking them  into-account.  Beyond  the 
short  and medium  tenn,  only speculative investigation of a  qualitative  nature~  .. 
although of course based on-all the incomplete-information supplied by the,other 
methods  of analysis already studied,  holds out  any hope  of throwing light  ori  the 
p·ossible future. 
5.2  FORWARD  SPECULATION  :  ASKING  THE  RIGHT  QijESTIONS 
As  A.B.  CHERNS  emphasize~, the new  infonnation technology offers choices [21J. 
These  choices will  depend on  economic  and· social options.  They will  depend on the. 
types of industrial  economies,  social  vaiues and structures and political. regimetiJ·. 
adopted in the countries concerned.  As  A.B.  CHERNS  als9 notes,  we  must  widen the 
scope of our question.in the field of interest to us and no  longer merely concern 
ourselves with international  competitiv~ness and the reduction of unemployment. 
If we  assume_  th~t past  trends witl  continue it does  indeed  seem  that  new  technology 
has the effect  of reducing  jobs and increasing unemployment.  To  change.the trend 
it is necessary to call into question  exi~ting patterns,  to  reformulate and rewrite 
the relations between society,  the economy  and technology.  Linear reasoning arrives 
at  competitiveness as the only (partial)  solution to  ~iaing unemployment.  The 
f~rmulation ?f fut,ure  sce~rios ~s _then  the only ~y  of  considerin~other possibili-
t~es and  try~ng to a.sk  new  quest~ons about  the  cho~ces to be made  L 15,  16,  23, 
26,  21J.  - . - .  .  .  - '  ' 
( l) For cri  t:tcism _see  K.  PAVITT~ "Technical  innovation ·and  industrial development. 
The  new  causality",  Futures,  December  1979. · 
.• /. 
- · ... ,. 
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Under present  conditions,  and according to the authors we  are considering 
here,  the first question that arise appear to be as follows  :  (We  have classified 
the questions in two  sets.  The  first  concerns the  1rganization of future  society 
and the  second the transition mechanisms). 
1  - Is the main problem to manage  underemployment  or to create more  work  ?  Is it 
necessary to work  less or produce more  ?  ~16, 26_7 
- If the total volume  of organized work  declines,  how  should it be allocated ? 
Should it be  shared between  everybody or should we  move  towards a  dual  type 
economy? ~5, 16,  26,  27~. 
- In the event  of massive  underemployment  or a  dual  economy,  what  will  the 
allocation mechanisms  be  ?  Is it necessary to  separate work and remuneration ? 
C16,  27.J 
- What  will the new  social  requirements be  ?  Under what  conditions will~hey emerge? 
Will  they be met  in a  commercial or non-commercial  fashion ?  ~23,  26~ 
- Will  any extension of free time  generate a  new  demand  ?  L_~6~. 
- What  will the future  demand  for services be? What  social organization  should be 
provided for their production ?  ~23~ 
- What  will be the social attitude to organized work  ?  ~27_7 
2  - What  relationship is there between technology and the crisis ?  ~23~ 
- What  constraining value does a  technology,  and in particular the infonnation 
technology,  have  on  a  \'IOrk  system  ?  (1) 
- Are the obstacles put  in the way  of technical_progress by  economic  and  social 
structures a  root  cause of the crisis? ~23_/. 
- What  training policy should be  implemented to overcome  these obstacles ?  Is 
this a  training problem? Ll3J 
-Should the social attitude to underemployment  be modified and if so  how?  ~16~ 
These questions are not  by any means  the only ones that arise or that  should arise 
at the present  time in the analysis of the technology-employment  problem.  Therefore 
the investigation must  be continued and as much  as possible learnt about  the range 
of possibilities through the construction of scenarios.  What  has been done  so  far 
in this field is inadequate and too  scattered.  Although analytical  research is 
necessary,  it cannot  on its own  provide an  exhaustive answer and formulate proposals 
for desirable and efficient policies  • 
After this review of methods  of analysis and their purposes,  we  shall  end with a 
brief mention of the policies that  can be adopted. 
(1)  See  A.  d'IRIBARNE,  paper read at  the Journees Nationales d'Etudes  DGRST-CEREQ-
CNRS,  December  1980.  "Technologie  et  systeme  de travail  :  1'  evolution du travail 
face au developpement  des technologies". 
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6.  WHAT  SHOULD  THE  COMPUTERIZATION-EMPI.DYMENT  POLICY  BE  ? 
Once  the protectionist alternative is discarded,  a  policy of obstructing the 
penetration of the new  technology in the  economic  fabric  would  be  suicidal, as 
we  have  seen,  and would  create even more  unemployment  than if this technology 
were  freely introduced.  This opinion is unanimous. 
'fhe  existence of computer technology is a  fact,  it can no  longer be called into 
question or its introduction manipulated politically on a  worldwide  scale.  This 
statement  does not  mean  that a  general  "do-nothing"  policy is essential.  Indeed. 
a  set  of  supporting policies is necessary at  several levels. 
Firstly,  whatever the impact  of technology on the overall level  of  employment, 
there will be very important microeconomic  consequences,  as case  studies have 
shown.  Policies of aid for mobility should therefore be  conducted with the dual 
aim  of making the workforce more  flexible and gaining greater public acceptance of 
the need for mobility.  This calls for a  policy of explanation and information. 
However,  it is also  important  to  ensure that the advantages of computerization do 
not  appear solely at macroeconomic  level  while the drawbacks are experienced solely 
by firms.  A supporting policy of a  more  qualitative nature is therefore required. 
This  involves recognition of the right  of workers  concerned by technological  chan-
ges to information and negotiation,  provision of aid for mobility when  necessary, 
the setting up  of training plans,  etc.  It also involves a  policy of aid for groups 
that are particularly vulnerable or already affected,  in particular some  women 
workers. 
These qualitative policies are essential  :  full  employment  is primarily a  situation 
in which  job  supply and  job demand  are matched.  In a  period of far(reaching change, 
this must  involve mobility. 
Secondly,  the actual conditions for introduction of the technology must  be defined. 
Technology offers choices  :  these must  be fairly negotiated and all the parties 
involved must  have the means  to do  so. 
Finally,  the problem  of  sharing out  the available work  is absolutely vital but,  as 
we  have  seen,  definition  of the  polio~ to be adopted is beyond the limited scope 
of this study. 
In more  precise terms,  the actions to be taken must  cover the following points  (1) 
- procedures for negotiating the introduction of technology, 
extensive information for the workers concerned at an early date, 
- establishment  of a  suitable education programme, 
- extension of vocat.ional training and wider recognition of qualifications, 
- more  specific aid and strenghtening of the position of affected and vulne-
r,able  categories, 
- better understanding of the problem  and the issues at  stake, 
- encouragement  of  joint research on the more  distant  future. 
./. 
(1)  See  Commission  document  V/593/81 
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CONCLUSIONS 
There has been much  discussion in Europe  in reo  nt  years about  the link 
between new  infonnation technology and the volurre  of employment.  This 
debate arose from  the current  high  unemployment  level and the widespread 
introduction of the new  technology. 
case studies cannot  reply to the question asked l1ut  they are extremely useful 
in throwing light on the introduction of practical policies of mobility that 
are essential at times of radical  change.  Macroeconomic  models are the main 
tool for analysis of the relationship between technology and unemployment.  At 
a  time of great  uncertainty when  the conditions of growth are constantly being 
called into question,  their use for the medium  and long term is not  entirely 
reliable  :  it is difficult in a  time of crisis to predict the future  on the 
basis of the immediate past.  Consequently the construction of future  scenarios 
is the most  valid method  of asking more  far-reaching,  long-term questions concer-
ning this relationship between technology and  employment.  By  widening the  scope 
of the questions,  we  give ourselves an  extr.achance of responding more  adequately 
to future problems. - 14  - V/1087/81  - EN 
ANNEX. 
In the annex  we  summarize  a  number  of  studies on the relationship 
between new  technology and  employment.  This is a  selection from 
the literature and does not  claim to be  exhaustive;  we  hope that 
no-one will be upset  by the omission of  some  major study.  Our 
intention is to propose a  number  of summaries  representative of the 
current  de  bat e. 
Many  of the texts we  have  selected are not  confined solely to the 
subject  covered here.  We  have deliberately limited our summaries to 
those parts of the study that are directly relevant. 
Some  summaries are based on the author's abstract while  some  are 
modelled on  existing analyses,  in particular those in the  ILO's Social 
and Labour Bulletin. V/1087/81  - EN 
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National  Commission  on  Technolo~, Automation 
and Economic  Progress 
Technology and t1.e American Economy, 
February 1966. 
The  Commission which produced this report  was  set  up  in 1964 at the 
request  of the President  of the United States and of Congress,  because 
of the persistent unemployment  in the United States from  1954  to 1965 
and the very widespread belief that technological  change  was  a  major  source 
of unemployment. 
'Phe  report  refers to a  time scale of 10  years.  It  covers a  very vast  field, 
much  wider than the relationship between technology and unemployment.  Although 
ver.y  extensive technological  changes took place in the United States during 
the "fifties", the report  says that they could not  in any way  be  regarded as 
the cause of the high level of unemployment  during that period.  Unemployment 
is the result of the interaction between  substantial  improvements  in produc-
tivity, the increase in the workforce and an inadequate growth  in overall 
demand.  This pattern is confirmed by the way  the  economy  reacted to reflatio-
nary policies. 
On  the other hand,  although technology is not  responsible for the overall rate 
of unemployment,  it is a  contributory factor to certain forms  of specific 
unemployment  and labour displacement.  The  report  distinguishes clearly between 
these two  aspects of unemployment.  It is technological  change,  amongst  other 
contributory factors,  that  determines the places at which  unemployment  emerges; 
however,  the general  level of the demand  for goods and  services is a  far more 
important  factor in determining the overall level of underemployment.  It is 
true to say thct technology abolishes  jobs,  not  work. 
Economic  policy has to  stimulate demand  alongside potential improvements  in 
productivity.  Without  such a  policy,  technical progress leads to waste and 
unemployment.  However,  the variable to be influenced is product  growth and not 
productivity.  To  inhibit technical progress would have disastrous consequences 
in the long run for the American  economy. 
In the past,  improvements  in productivity were  obtained partly by growth  in in-
comes  and partly by reducing working hours.  This pattern should be continued 
in the future. 
To  end the section of the report  devoted to unemployment,  the Commission  states 
that the high level of underemployment  is due  to the·passive attitude of the 
authorities and not  to an excessively high pace of technical progress.  General 
tax and monetary policies and a  suitable labour policy,  especially as regards 
training,  should bring about  a  return to full  employment. 
.;. - 16  -
s.  NORA  and A.  MINC 
The  computerization of society 
La  Documentation  F~ngaise, 1978. 
Report  to the President of the French  Republic  on  ways  of managing the 
computerization of society. 
The  report is not  primarily concerned with  employment  but this issue is 
nevertheless tackled in a  way  that has influenced the debate,  especially in 
France. 
"What  effects massive  computerization will have on  employment 
depend on a  balancing act,  the outcome  of a  race between the 
reduction in manpower  linked to  increased productivity and the 
increase in markets resulting from  a  higher ·degree of compe-
titiveness.  The  first effect is definite and short-tenn;  the 
second is subject to conditions and will make  itself felt more 
slowly". 
This  sums  up  the author's attitude to  employment.  Their view of the future of 
employment  is pessimistic;  they predict an end to the creation of  jobs in 
services and a  standstill in the industrial labour force.  They  expect  a  jump 
in productivity in the service sector comparable to the earlier gains in agri-
culture and industry. 
The  monographs predict a  3o%  reduction in labour in banks ahd insurance.  Employment 
is also likely to decline in social  security,  postal  services and offices. 
In industry,  computerization will be  introduced more  slowly ("tertiary" 
activities of industry and robotics,  etc.).  The  recruitment  of administr-a-
tive staff and production personnel will  stop in large companies.  "The 
only industrial  jobs created from  now  on will be in small and medium-sized 
businesses". • 
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BATTELLE  INSTITUTE 
Der Arbeitsmarkt  in Baden-Wurttemberg - Teohnologische Entwicklungen und 
ihre Auswirkungen auf ArbeitsplKtze in den Bereichen Maschinenbau und 
Feinmechanik/Optik 
Battelle,  1978. 
According to Battelle experts,  it is impossible to draw  up  an employment 
balance by quantifying the favourable and unfavourable effects, at any 
rate with the knowledge available at present. 
For the horizon taken for the projections in the report  (1990),  the results 
of the survey do  not  give any indication of a  future development  of an abrupt 
nature.  Consequently no  employment  dump  caused by technology seems  likely. 
In the machine  tool  industry,  14 applications of the new  technology have 
been studied.  The  labour savings in this sector as a  result of the development 
of these technologies have been estimated at  5%  of total  employment.  On  the 
other hand,  the~jobs created through these technologies  cannot  be quantified. 
Also,  a  great  increase in labour skills is predicted. 
In optics and precision engineering,  15  applications of the new  technology were 
studied.  The  results are similar to those obtained in the machine tool  industry. 
A 6%  saving in  jobs is expected,  the  jobs to be created cannot  be quantified 
and the Institute predicts an increase in skills. 
CENTRAL  POLICY  REVIEW  STAFF • 
November  1978. 
Report  based on  a  number  of cast  studies covering nine sectors of industry 
and services.  Half of the paper is devoted to  employment. 
Great  caution must  be exercised in any predictions of the effect of microelec-
tronics on  employment.  Four main  reasons are put  forward 
(a)  The  applications rarely involve the straightforward replacement  of labour by 
microprocessors.  Generally the main  reasons are to reduce the level of 
stocks and  save on  raw  materials and  energy,  to  improve quality and reliability 
and to obtain better information for control purposes or to overcome  technical 
problems  • 
(b)  The  applications,  especially on the services side,  often lead to possibilities 
of creating or improving services which  were  not  originally planned.  That  will 
reduce the tendency to cut  back on  staff and might  even  reverse it. 
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(c)  MicroprOcessors are generally introduced as part  of an automation or 
mechanization process.  The  main  changes that  result  do  not  necessarily 
affect the number  of persons  employed but  the organizational  structure 
and range of products. 
(d)  The  p·enetration of microprocessors in produc~s and production processes 
is far less advanced than is generally thought.  Far from  being imminent, 
as has  sometimes  been  suggested,  the technological  changes in most  i~dustriea 
will be  gradual  rather than revolutionar.y and the effects on  employment  will 
be sufficiently slow to be predicted and allow adjustments to be made. 
Gunter FRIEDRICHS 
Microelectronics - a  new  dimension of technological  change and automation 
Report  to the Club  of  Rome 
Berlin,  October 1979. 
The  Friedrichs report  concentrates on the applications of the new  technology 
that will have  substantial  effects on  employment.  It is based mainly on  studies 
carried out  in Federal  Germany. 
With  regard to industrial production,  the author shows  that the  extensive losses 
of  jobs from  1970  to 1977  were  suddently aggravated after 1977,  the year in which 
microelectronics made  its appearance. 
The  prospects for administrative and office jobs up  to 1990  are bleak,  mainly 
because of the introduction of electronic word  processing. 
In the medium  term,  the other sectors could not  offset-the losses of  jobs caused 
by the introduction of. new  microelectronic technology.·  Consequently an overall 
reduction in employment  must  be  expected at a  time when  unemployment  is already 
high.  From  1970  to 1977  the output  of German  manufacturing industry increased 
by 13.5%  while  employment  declined by 14.5%  and the volume  of work  by 21.3%. 
In the long term,  the only hope  of seeing a  reversal in this trend lies in the 
consumer  sector. 
"In the very long te:nn,  microelectronics offers  • • •  improvements  in quality 
so  great  that  demand  will be  increased and entirely new  products created,  which 
will without  any doubt  provide new  jobs.  However,  there will be considerable 
time lag between the period when  the use of microelectronics is dominated by 
process innovations and the time  when  product  innovation starts to gain ground
11
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Institute for Research  on Public Policy 
The  impacts of computer-communications on  employment 
in Canada  - an overview of current  OECD  debates 
Montreal,  November  1979. 
A survey of  some  400  documents  from  many  sources on the effect  of the new 
information technologies on  employment.  The  report  shows  how  little foundation 
there is to  existing studies,  half of which  are by pessimists (often with a 
trade union background)  and the other half by optimists  (who  tend to be  on 
t~e employer  side). 
The  report  points to the  inadequacy of existing quantitative analyses which 
take into account  neither the new  industries set  up  nor intersectoral links. 
The  theoretical bases are weak  and not  ver,y  explicit. 
According to the Canadian study,  the documents  examined  reveal  deep  disagreement 
about  the net  overall  effect  on  the level of  employment.  There is,  however,  a 
general  consensus on the harmful  effect  of numerically controlled machine tools 
and word  processors.  There  is also agreement  on  the  seriousness of the effects in 
different  sectors of the  employment  market.  Older persons,  unskilled workers, 
middle management  and above all women  will be affected.  It is necessar.y to  exa-
mine  the influence of new  technology on  current  unemployment  levels. 
Despite the hazards of aggregated statistics,  the  Institute has  endeavoured to 
investigate in greater detail the technological and economic  changes that  have 
had an effect  in certain sectors.  The  few  practical situations examined turned 
cut  to be  completely different  from  what  would  have been  expected on  the basis of 
the documents  studied,  which  themselves were  based on aggregated statistics. 
The  report  concludes with the need to intensify macro-economic  research according 
to the following principles  : 
1. to admit  our ignorance of this ver.y  complex  phenomenon 
2. to accept  that there is no  reasans why  man  should not  be  replaced by machines 
3. to draw  up  di.fferent  scenarios of the impact  of microelectronics on  employment 
(ranging from  the most  favourable to the most  unfavourable hypothesis).,  each 
based on  explicit hypotheses concerning the pace with which microelectronics 
will  spread,  the international transfer of technologies,  capital  requirements 
social adjustment,  etc. 
4.  to  examine  these  scenarios within the framework  of a  model 
4.  to have  the nature and pace of the  spread of the new  technologies  studied by 
a  team  of experts. 
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A.S.T.M.S. 
Technological  change and .collective bargaining 
A discussion paper,  London,  1979. 
The  trad·e unionists who  wrote this report  fear that  the. creation of new 
jobs will  not  keep  pace with the abolition of  jobs by the introduction of 
microelectronics.  Whatever measures are adopted,  extensive future  unemployment 
is to be  expected.  The  estimates come  from  other report;  it is predicted that 
between 10  and  30%  of workers will  be  displaced as a  result of the use of 
computers. 
On  the basis of government  predictions on the labour supply in 1985  and 1991, 
the authors estimate that by 1985  5o%  of the total labour force will  be working 
in the  information sector,  and at least as many  ~n 1991.  By  1985  20%  (and by 
1991  3o%)  of workers will be displaced as a  result  of these technologies. 
Overall the study predicts 15%  unemployment  in 1985  and 20%  in 1991. 
Whatever the hypotheses adopted,  the authors  show  that  the  scope of potential 
unemployment  cannot  be  denied.  Consequently the fi:t-st  priority for the unions 
is to protect  employment.  The  A.S.T.M.S.  proposes a  number  Of  measures· intended 
to  share the burden of the future work  shortage as fairly as possible  :  reduction 
in working hours by all possible means.  In addition it is necessary to maint·ain 
a  minimum  income- for everyone. 
A.P.E.X. 
Office technology  the trade un'ion  resp.onse 
London,  1979. 
The  union working party notes that,  even if the only effect of the introduction 
of the new  mfcroelectronic technologies is to put  a  stop to the growth in the 
number  of office  jobs,  there will be an  increase i.n  unemployment.  It points  · 
out  that most  female  jobs are in offices. 
The  union does not  intend to oppose the introduction of the new  technology, 
however,  if it were  not  introduced,  the effect  on employment  would be  even 
worse.  Nevertheless  serious action must  be taken to avoid widespread unemploy-
ment. 
The  report  proposes a  number  of measures to prevent  this large increase in 
unemplo~ent, in particular negotiations with  employers. 
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F.I.E.T. 
Effects of rationalization on the employment  situation in the  European 
commercial  sector 
Geneva,  1979. 
This report  stems  fr~m a  survey conducted by the F.I.E.T.  in 1979  amongst  nine 
European trade union federations.  The  level  of unemployment  in European countries 
at the time of the survey is viewed in the context  of the gradual  introduction of 
the new  technologies  (electronic data processing,  video  display units,  word  proces-' 
sing,  etc ••• ).  This comparison  shows  that there is a  high  risk of increasing 
unemployment  in a  sector that  is already affected (Federal  Republic  of Germany, 
Italy and Belgium  in particular),  especially with  regards to  jobs for women. 
A world action programme  has been set  up. 
T.u.c. 
Employment  and Technology 
London,  1979. 
The  ~im of this report  is to prepare a  union strategy.  It briefly analyses 
job prospects following the introduction of the new  technology. 
Tha  largest  job losses in manufacturing industry have been  suffered by unskilled 
workers.  Technical  progress is likely to accelerate this trend.  On  the other 
hand,  there will be a  need for more  technicians,  engineers and scientists. 
Women  will be particularly affected.  They are already suffering more  than men 
from  unemployment.  This is because of the limited choice of  jobs open to women. 
Policies are required to break down  existing barriers,  in particular reforms in 
the educational  and training system and  in child minding arrangements. 
A growth of at  least  3%  is necessary to  reduce  unemployment.  Nevertheless it is 
difficult to predict the net  effect of the  new  technologies on  employment.  Existing 
forecasts are contradictory and are based on  projections of past  trends. According 
to the T.u.c.  economists,  the  impact  of these technologies will be precisely to 
prevent these past  trends from  continuing in the future.  They  reject the determi-
nistic view that  the advent  of microelectronics will  inevitably be associated with 
a  certain level of unemployment. 
On  the one hand,  the creation of  jobs will  depend amongst  other things on  the 
level  of demand,  the pace at  which  the new  technology is introduced and the beha-
viour of competitors.  On  the other hand,  the abolition of  jobs may  be more  sudden 
and more  concentrated than the creation of  jobs following the development  of new 
products.  According to the authors,  the overall  result will  depend above all on 
the behaviour of the two  sides of industry. 
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Nevertheless,  the  report  states that  the deflationary policy conducted by 
the  government  creates the  ~oat unfavourable conditions for the introduction 
of the new  technology. 
Finally,  the T.u.c.  emphasizes the need for more  detailed studies on the prac-
tical consequences of technical progress. 
J.  SLEIGH,  B.  BOATWRIGHT,  P.  IRWIN 
The  manpower  implications of micro-electronic technology 
Department  of Employment 
London,  1979. 
This is a  report  by the Manpower  Study Group  on Micro-electronics  set  up 
by the Ministr.y of Labour to  examine the consequences on labour of micro-
electronic technology up  to 1980.  The  report  focuses mainly on the British 
case and the difficulties in the way  of competitiveness  experienced by its 
economy. 
The  approach  selected was  to carry out  a  number  of case studies.  Consequently 
the authors admit  that they cannot  give an overall prediction of the volume  of 
employment  since that  depends  on micro-economic  hypotheses which are outside 
the  scope of the  framework  they have adopted.  No  scenario has been given 
preference in this study by the authors recognize that the United Kingdom  has 
no  choice whether or not  to adopt  the new  technology.  Its use will not  solve 
the country's  economic  problems;  in the authors'  view,  there is no  technological 
determinism,  whether optimistic or pessimistic.  In addition,  contrar.y to what 
some  have  said,  it appears that the introduction of the new  technology will  be 
gradual  and  continuous rather than  sudden and revolutionary.  The  models  generally 
built to predict future  employment  trends with the introduction of the new  tech-
nology suffer from  inadequate clarification of the relationship existing between 
macro-economic and technical factors and between the various sectors. According 
to the authors,  the behaviour of decisionmakers will be vital in the future. 
The  overall  effect  on  employment  will  depend on the objective followed by investors, 
to increase production or to  reduce labour costs. 
In manufacturing industry,  the growth  in demand  will  be more  significant for 
employment  trends than will technology.  Only the question of competitiveness 
is important.  To  benefit  from  the favourable  effects of the creation of new 
products,  British industry must  adapt.  Consequently the new  technology gives it 
an opportunity to reconstruct  a  more  competitive industrial  sector and thus to 
win back markets.  So  far this adaptation has not  come  about. 
./. 
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The  report  reviews the action taken by the unionP  to negotiate the introduction 
of the new  technology.  It  emphasizes the need tc  keep the unions informed and 
proposes a  number  of practical  supporting measure3,  considering that the princi-
ples of ·non-interference are inadequate to  ensure  growth  and full  employment  in 
Europe • 
David  TAYLOR 
Cheap  words  •••  ? 
Youth  Aid,  London,  October 1979. 
According to this report,  there were almost  9 000  word  processing machines  in 
the United Kingdom  in 1979.  According to market  growth  estimates made  by 
various manufact·urers and consultants,  this number  should increase annually 
by 15  to  4o%,  the figures  var,ying from  one author to another. 
In view of the uncertainty on  the subject,  Taylor proposes only one possible 
scenario.  Nevertheless,  even taking the most  optimistic figures,  he  speaks 
of a  loss of more  than 36  000  jobs by 1989.  The  most  pessimistic figures 
indicate a  reduction of 260  000  jobs. 
The  author does not  accept  any of the possibilities put  forward for offsetting 
this loss of  ,jobs.  He  quotes 10  case  studies which all conclude that  jobs will 
be lost by the introduction of word  processing machines.  Women  will be the 
first to be affected by this new  technology.  The  problem is all the more  serious 
in that a  relative and absolute increase in the female  labour force is predicted. 
Nevertheless this trend will be progressive,  leaving time for thought  and for 
society to adapt. 
European  Trade Union  Institute 
The  impact  of microelectronics on  employment  in Western ~pe  in the 1980s 
Brussels,  1979 • 
This ver.y  extensive report  covers the whole  issue of labour and the new  tech-
nology.  It tends to be pessimistic about  the quantitative problem,  predicting 
a  future  increase in technological  unemployment.  There is no  automatic mecha-
nism  to create new  jobs to replace those  rendered obsolete by technology. 
One  of the major effects of this technology has been felt  in industries where 
mechanical  or electromechanical  components  have  been  replaced by microelectronics 
components. 
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One  important  conclusion of the report  concerns  geographical  shifts in 
employment  as a  result  of microelectronics.  There is a  tendency for 
much  of the value added and with it many  jobs to shift to component  manu-
facturers.  This means  that  employment  is tending to be displaced from 
Europe to the United States and Japan. 
The  report  points out  that product  innovations have a  greater impact  on 
employment  than process innovations.  This point appears to be specific to 
this paper;  at all events it is rarely mentioned. 
Services will be particularly affected,  and consequently women.  From  a  sectoral 
viewpoint'  the  report  predicts a  reduction in employment  in agr,icul  ture,  mining 
manufacturing,  transport  and communications and finance.  The  situation will 
remain  stationary in publ'ic  services and construction while  employment  will 
increase in personal  services and the restaurant ·and  hotel  ~rade. 
Because of the international competition in Europe,  countries which are.the 
slowest  to adopt  the new  technology are likely t·o  suffer a  greater wave  of 
redundancies.  It is not  possible to dissociate technology from  the overall 
economic  situation in order to predict.the real level of  employment.  From  this 
point  of view  information technology is being introduced at a  bad time. 
In the  services 'sector,  "capitalization" has become  possible  wi~h. the reduction 
in the prices of- electronic  systems.  Howe-ver,  although technology allows inte-
grated "electronic offices" to be  set  up,  there are economic  reasons and  social 
behaviours which militate against their advent.  The  theoretical  improvements 
in productivity are by no  means  fully achieved in practice.  Consequently the 
net  result  of the computerization of services on  employment  is not  clear. 
The  example  of Japan  shows  that it is possible to  recortcile the  ~pid and complete 
introduction of microelectronics with  reasonable  employment  safeguards.  It 
should be  noted that the introduction of the new  technology has been easiest 
where  there are non-redundancy agreements.  However,  consultation·s between the 
parties concerned are essential to the  smooth  introduction of these techniques. 
In Britain,  the unions will nevertheless have to make  more  concessions,  in 
particular as regards demarcation lines,  in exchange for  job guarantees. 
The  report  is sceptical ·about  work  sharing as a  way  of fighting unemployment. 
The  question of skills has not  so  far been a  real constraint  on the introduction 
of new  technologies,  but  problems can still emerge.  It is fallacious to believe 
that a  vast training programme  will make- the country more  ready to innovate;. 
responsibility for training must. remain in the hands of firms. 
The  recommendations  emerging from  this tudy,  on the whole  optimistic, are as 
foflows  : 
- 1)  A watch must  be kept  on  developments  in the company,  especially where 
computerization is introduced,  with a  special  eye to trends in industrial 
relations. 
.;. I 
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- 2)  Greater attention must  be given in future  ; ~udies to factors leading 
to the introduction of technologies that  rLsult  in a  substitution of 
capital for labour. 
- 3)  The  effects on  employment  of the introduction of the new  technology must 
be  recorded. 
4)  Studies on training requirements must  be  continued. 
5)  Special attention must  be paid to office automation. 
6)  Experiments with office automation in public services must  be  encouraged. 
7)  Training organizations must  be  encouraged to take microelectronics into 
account. 
E.  BrRD,  S.  CONNEL. 
Information technology in the office  the impact  on women's  jobs 
Equal  Opportunities Commission,  1980. 
Study on  the effects on  women's  jobs  (mainly secretaries and typists)  of 
introducting new  technology in offices. 
On  the basis of case studies,  expert  opinions and a  review of the existing 
literature,  the paper analyses these consequences up  to 1985,  and  sometimes 
1990. 
According to the survey,  21  000  jobs for secretaries and typists are likely to 
disappear by 1985  (2%  of the total) in the United Kingdom.  For 1990,  the most 
pessimistic  scenario foresees 170  000  jobs abolished.  In addition the demand 
for unskilled office  jobs will decline sharply,  unlike that for skilled  jobs, 
the numb.er  of which  should increase. 
This dual trend will have two  consequences 
- fewer  jobs for women  and more  for men, 
- need for extensive vocational training. 
The  study analyses in detailhoth the new  jobs offered (description of content) 
and the training requirements. 
The. text  is well  documented  and based on  a  large number  of case studies.  Results 
are obtained and lines of research traced out.  However,  so  far the new  technology 
has had little impact  on  equality of opportunity between  sexes. 
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A.  DANZIN,  A.  BOUBLII,.  and J.  IAGARDE 
La  societe franoaise  et la technologie 
Commissariat  General au Plan,  La  Documentatipn. 
fran9aise,  ~ris, 1980. 
This report  deals with  subjects far wider than employment  and  computerization 
but it contains  some  interesting considerations on  our subject. 
The  working party headed by Mr.  A.  DA.NZIN  first  emphasises that a  high level of 
unemployment  could seriously affect the general public's willingness to accept 
certain forms  of innovation,  especially as regards  productivity. 
It is mainly in the services sector (the electronic office) that  technology may 
be expected to have  significant  effects on productivity and hence on  employment. 
Deliberat·ely viewing the problem against  the background of an open  economy,  the 
1vorking party urges that  improvements in productivity offer France the best  oppor-
tunity of preventing the  geographical displacement of certain activities; it is an 
essential factor in competitiveness.  Greater productivity at  low price means  a 
higher aonsumption capacity and eventually less unemployment. 
However,  to avoid being engulfed in "producti  vism",  it is proposed that  efforts 
be focused on three points  : 
- 1)  developing as a  matter of priority new  branc~es of activity making better 
use of the skills of the French labour force 
- 2)  extending the concept  of productivity to the reduction iri certain critical 
consumptions; 
- 3)  starting up  domestic production  .. in order to reduce  imports. 
Aspirations concerning the quality of life together with the availability of 
certain new  technologies may  give rise to new  types of consumption which  themselves 
will create  jobs.  The  free time made  available by the reduction in working hours 
will probably have the  same  type of effect. 
To  offset  "productivity unemployment",  the group  proposes two  extreme  scenarios 
a  dual  society with an  exposed advanced  sector and a  shel  tared archaic  a·ector, 
and a  society in which  work  is. shared,  with a  great  reduction in organized work 
and  rearrangement  of working hours.  · 
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J •  RAilA. 
A tentative appraisal of information technology 
ILO,  Geneva,  1980. 
Information technology is different in quality fror:l  previous technologies  • 
From  many  points of view,  it is similar to the functions  exercised by human 
intelligence.  This  denotes a  break in the progress of human  discoveries and 
accounts for the specific nature of the new  information technology.  Like the 
human  mind,  this technology is universal. 
Two  requirements are met  by this technology  & firstly,  the processing of an  ever-
increasing volume  of information and secondly,  and above all, the need to increase 
productivity in office work  and  services.  Economic  growth  can no  longer be 
achieved solely by increasing productivity in agriculture and industr.y.  What  is 
more,  because of the fall in prices of components and the versatility of micro-
processors,  their introduction is going ahead at a  very fast  pace.  However,  some 
factors are slowing down  this penetration (depreciation of older equipment,  for 
example). 
From  a  socioeconomic aspect,  the most  important  short-term effect  concerns  employ-
ment.  The  problem must  be  examined against  the current  background of low  growth 
prospects,  the changeover to new  forms  of energy,  the increase in the working 
population,  inflation,  recession and a  high level of unemployment. 
The  first  sector to be affected both quantitatively and qualitatively will be 
office work and services.  This means  that women  will be  extensi~ely involved. 
Industry will be less affected because it already has a  relatively high level of 
productivity.  Even  there,  however,  employment  will be substantially reduced. 
Although the introduction of technology generally leads to a  reduction in the 
quantity of capital per unit  produced,  it greatly increases the capital-labour 
ratio. 
The  new  technology has two  simultaneous effects on  employment  :  the displacement 
of tasks and the reduction in  job creation potential.  These  two  effects bring 
about  an overall  decline in the  jobs on  offer.  Electronic products are basically 
labour-saving.  Even  a  large increase in the output  of new  products will  not  affect 
the long-term trend.  Most  of the time there is no  need for new  distribution chan-
nels or maintenance  services. 
Daunting methodological  problems arise in any attempt  to make  a  quantitative 
assessment  of the effects on  employment,  because of the lack of suitable methods 
and the difficulties in isolating the technological  factor.  According to available 
data,  however,  it is clear that  a  substantial loss of  jobs is taking place and 
that  this trend will accelerate in the early 1980's.  These  prospects are consistent 
with the historical tendency for  employment  to fall  in agriculture and,  more 
recently,  manufacturing industry.  It is now  the  turn of the services sector  • 
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'rhere  seem  to be  signs of a  gradual  changeover from  .a  society familiar with 
unemployment  to a  society in which  the full  labour force available is no  longer 
required to produce the necessary goods  and  services.  It is doubtful  whether 
early retirement,  reduction in working hours or the development  of new  products 
and  services will have much  effect  on  job creation. 
In the  long term  these  changes will bring about  modifications in social mobility. 
The  conditions for the distribution of  incomes  will have to be  reviewed  in a 
contextin which  a  large part  of the population will  work little or not  at all. 
Mr.  RADA  then goes  on to the effects of the new  technology on  the international 
division of labour and draws  economic  consequences for the developing countries. 
The  main point  is that  computerization reduces the present  advantage  of the deve-
loping countries in the way  of  low  wage  costs.  The  automation makes  it possible 
to  return to the developed countries a  number  of  ir~ustries that  had moved  away 
or to  slow down  or put  a  stop to any future  displacement. 
D.  COCKROFT 
New  office technology and  employment 
International  Labour  Review,  vol  119,  n°6,  1980 
In view of the current  expansion of mic~oelectronics and its office applications, 
the author wonders  whether  employment  in the tertiary sector will  continue to 
grow  in industrial countries.  The  use of computers is spreading rapidly in offices 
as a  result  of the large price reductions.  The  productivity of office working, 
a  sector in which  up  to  now  investment  has always been low,  is increasing rapidly 
while production is stagnating. 
According to the author,  traditional  economic  relationships do  not  describe this 
situation adequately,  while case  study work  cannot  answer questions about  the 
overall  employment  effects of technical  progress.  It  ignores the positive effects 
of labour displacement  on  job creation and the fact that the  improved competiti-
veness at  one  point  may  produce  job losses elsewhere.  Case  studies do  allow us to 
estimate the  range within which  technology can affect  employment.  The  most  impov-
tant factor bearing on the rate of assimilation of new  processes is the balance 
of costs and benefits arising from  office investment.  Other factors may  also 
play a  part. 
Technically,  if voice  recognition by computer becomes  an  economic  proposition,  the 
need for typists could disappear completely. 
The  unions are trying to facilitate the process of adaptation but  the  economic 
and  labour policies followed  by governments and the attitudes adopted by  employers 
will have  to changesignificantly  if an increase in technological  unemployment  in 
the medium  term is to be avoided. 
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Technology Wor dng Party,  March  1980. 
The  second Chapter in this tudy is devoted to the quantitative consequences 
of the new  technologies on  employment. 
To  remain competitive,  industr.y must  adopt  the new  technology but,  in the  event 
of a  "do-nothing" policy,  the new  technologies will abolish more  jobs than they 
create and it is young and old workers that  will  suffer most.  The  fields  in which 
microelectronics will  increase  jobs  (computers,  electronic engineering,  qualified 
technicians)  have nothing to·offer to unskilled young people. 
The  decline in manual  and  routine office work  as a  result of the  combined  effect 
of microelectronics,  advanced data processing and telecommunications will aggra-
vate the situation.  Those  most  seriously affected will  be filing and mail  clerks, 
people  engaged  on collecting,  classifying and transcribing information,  cashiers, 
printing and reproduction workers,  typists and secretaries and middle management. 
The  study discusses the macro-economic  work  by WOODWARD  (Cambridge)  based on  the 
economic  model  of the Ministry for Industry,  according to  which  the new  technologies 
will abolish 880  000  jobs between 1980  and 1983.  According to  WOODWARD,  the 
largest  reductions will  be in manufacturing industr.y  (270.000  ,jobs  abolished), 
retailing (160  000)  and  publi~ departments  (150.000).  In occupational terms,  office 
staff and  secretaries will be most  affected with  590  000  fewer  jobs.  The  cate-
gory consisting of directors,  managers,  liberal professions and technicians is 
the only one for which microelectronics will produce  more  jobs.  Employment  should 
increase by 8  %,  i.e. 40  000  extra jobs. 
On  the basis of the work  done  by Arthr D.  LITTLE  on  job creation,  according to 
which  1 million new  jobs will  spring up  as a  result  of microelectronics in the 
main producing countries,  the  study concludes that this will lead to only 10  000 
new  jobs a  year. 
APEX  is convinced that if current  practices are continued the overall  result  on 
employment  will be negative,  at least over the next  five years,  for five main 
reasons  : 
-Any substantial  improvement  in productivity at  a  time when  production is 
stagnating or declining will be at the  expense of labour, 
The  office sector is labour intensive and  employs more  than one  third of the 
total workforce.  This  sector will  be particularly vulnerable in the next  five 
years, 
- In all cases known  to the union,  employers  regard the new  technology as a  way  of 
cutting employment  in offices, 
- The  development  of new  industries in the United Kingdom  has been  slow compared 
to the United States,  Japan or Federal  Germany. 
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-Even if these new  indtlstries were to grow  faster than in the past,  the 
number  of  jobs created by the new  investment  will be well  below the  jobs 
lost as a  result  of the use of electronics. 
For APEX,  the reduction in the working  wee~ offers at  least a  partial solution  : 
there  should be a  30-hour four-day week,  restrictfons on  overtime and a  reduction 
in working life.  APEX  sees this as an essential condition for t_echnology agreements, 
Even  then,  only 40-75  %of the net  reduction in wbrking hours would  result  in 
a  larger  ~upply of  jobs.  APEX  recommends  more  active intervention by the state 
and the European Community  to  encourage  job creation,  work  sharing and training 
for redundant  workers and the unemployed. 
H.  AUJAC  and J.  DE  ROUVILLE 
Automatisation industrielle et  emploi 
BIPE,  1980. 
The  BIPE  study,  which  is concerned with the quantitative aspect,  centres on the 
statement that  "automating undoubtedly abolishes a  number  of  jobs but failure 
to automate may  ruin French  industry and bring about  widespread industrial unemploy-
ment". 
Consequently there are two  questions underlying the study 
does automation reduce  employment  ? 
in the final analysis,  is not  automation one of the bast ways  of safeguarding 
industrial  employmentm France? 
The  method- of case  studies was  adopted.  The  results of the  surveys are presented 
individually with details in the study report.  The  two  questions are then 
tackled in turn. 
The  author's reply to the first question on the basis of the  surveys is "without 
any doubt,  but  the  share that  can be attributed solely to automation is smaller 
than is generally thought,..  Automation is rarely the only factor involved in 
modernizing a"product  line;  it is generally accompanied by other investment  and 
an increase in production capacity.  The  manufacturing labour force may  be  reduced 
by as much  as two-thirds,  but it is alrea~ small  in relation to total labour. 
The  reply to the  second question is on the whole affirmative.  This is because 
automation is one  of the only ways  of maintaining competitiveness. 
The  alternatives are therefore clear :  "either reduce  employment  by automation or 
extinguish it by inadequate automation". 
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In the light of these results,  the proposals for -ction are as follows  : 
speed up  automation in French firms,  provide  job  pportunities for the 
redundant  personnel through industrial  diversificc:-,tions,  which  should be 
encouraged by the authorities.  The  authors point  to  Sweden  aa an  excellent 
example. 
Y.  DUPUY 
Informatique et  emploi 
Commission  of the European  Communities,  1980. 
Amongst  the applications of computing there are process  innovations and product 
innovations.  Process innovations help to bring down  production costs in the 
user industries.  This applies mainly to unit  labour costs.  Product  innovations 
result in the launching of new  products on  the market. 
Process innovations have  so  far various effects on the total volume  of employment. 
- Moderate  increase in employment  in hardware manufacturing· industries. 
Large  increase in employment  in the computer departments of firms,  although 
this trend appears to have passed its peak. 
Numerous  losses of unskilled  jobs in firms  using computers. 
Transfer of  employment  from  the  secondary to the tertiary sector,  in line with 
a  tendency to commission  services outside the firm. 
Data of a  more  macroeconomic  nature confirm that the redistribution of employment 
'following the development  of production by branch as a  result of the variation in 
relative prices will be  slow.  It does not  seem  that many  jobs will be created in 
this way  in the next  few  years. 
Overall,  the  employment  balance appears to  show  a  deficit.  The  value of this 
balance  should not  be  overestimated.  The  accuracy of the figures masks  a  whole 
series of hypotheses on the market  trends and the pace at which  innovation will 
be  spread.  The  replacement  rate of technical  capital and the  share of profits 
ploughed back are variables which are bound to have a  crucial  effect  on the selec-
tion of the production techniques used. 
To  blame  data processing for  job reductions may  well  distract  us from  seeking the 
true causes  :  wage  differences from  one  country to another,  growing scarcity of 
raw  materials,  increased competition from  manufacturers outside Europe.  It is less 
important  to calculate the number of  jobs abolished by the use of computer hardware 
than -to  investigate the type of comparative advantage that  computing gives Europe 
in the new  international division of labour. 
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Together with miniaturization,  computing is opening up  a  new  phase in p·roduct 
innovation and is becoming available for ma_ss  consumption.  In view of the 
existing geographical  structure of the electronic components  industry,  which' 
will play a  leading role here,  there is a  danger that  in Europe the development 
of these products might  not  result  in the creation of  jobs to make  up  for these 
lost in the declining industries.  Consequently it is less important  to organize 
social monitoring of technical progress with the ·aim  of slowing down  the moder-
nization of certain processes than to gain a  firm  foothold on a  market  that  has 
a  great  future  :  minicomputing. 
o.  PASTRE 
Informatisation et  emploi  de  faux  debate autour d'un vrai probleme 
1980. 
PASTRE  wants to  show  that,  regardless of a  number  of fallacious  d~bates ar1s1ng 
from  a  lack of methodological  rigour of the part  of the authors  (especially of 
surveys),  a  pertinent analysis of the  conseqq.ences  of computerization on  employ-
ment  in quantitative terms is possible. 
In general,  surveys are divided between optimistic authors  (who  conclude that 
jobs will be created) and pessimistic authors  (who  conclude that  jobs will  be 
lost).  The  two  tendencies do  not  necessarily conflict;  the authors are generally 
talking of different things in different places and at different times. 
Any  quantitative analysis of the effects of computerization on  employment  is 
bound to  come  up  against  difficulties.  First of all computerization is not  an 
exogenous  phenomenon  and therefore it is dangerous to try to isolate it : 
"the identification and analysis of the variables influencing computerization 
procedures must  be  regarded as top priority in this field".  Secondly,  the degrees 
of freedom  in the use of computers are numerous  and rule out  the possibility of 
excessively mechanistic  reasoning  :  on the one hand,  there is a  wide variety-of 
hardware and on the other hand,  the use made  of the  same  hardware may  ~ry, so 
that  different types of work  organization are possible.  Finally,  there is a  for-
midable methodological problem  :  the framework  of the research is often hetero-
geneous with different hypotheses. 
The  author demonstrates the existence of  artificial debates concerning methodo-
logical questions.  It is first of all necessary to draw a  clear distinction 
between effects on  jobs and effects on  employment  as  such.  Three  corrections have 
to be made  in order to  : 
1. take account  of the creation of  jobs, . 
2, take account  of the  enormous  wastage capacity of computing (under-utilization), 
3.  take account  of redeployment  within the organizations themselves and of the 
creation of new  functions. 
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Once  these effects are taken into account,  computP.rization appears to be less 
an  economy  of unemployment  than an  economy  of mob  lity.  Although computerization 
will abolish large numbers  of  jobs  (most  studies reach this conclusion),  it will 
above all lead to shifts in jobs. 
What  is more,  the studies take little or no  account  of the indirect  effects. 
Case  studies,  for example,  exclude indirect  effects by their ve~ nature.  And 
yet  just as investment  has multiplying effect  on  p~oduction, there is a  multi-
plying effect  on  employment,  but this may  be positive or negative. 
The  horizon studied is also very important  and greatly influences the conclusions. 
For example,  new  products,  the  emergence  of new  markets,  and the modification of 
a  competitive position make  an appearance only at a  later stage.  It is in this 
sense that  unemployment  is sometimes  regarded as "long-tenn investment". 
Apart  from  problems of methods,  account  must  also be taken of the fact  that  the 
studies may  apply to different places or periods. 
The  problems  do  indeed take a  different  form  in different  countries (for example, 
there is no  debate on the  subject  in the United States).  Above  all,  the break with 
past trends  studied by those who  are trying to ascertain the new  effect of computer 
technology on  employment  is not  merely technical  (microelectronics),  but  is also 
or even above all economic  (crisis).  'rhe  relation to be  studied is therefore 
two-way  : 
- what  is the role of computing in overcoming the crisis (new  consumption,  impro-
vements  in productivity,  etc.) ? 
- what  are the effects of the crisis on  computerization and its consequences  on 
employment  ? 
To  conclude,  the author shows  the need to ask a  preliminary question  :  why  and 
how  are we  computerizing ?  What  is technical progress?  "So  much  has already been 
written on the social and cultural consequences of computerization and  so little 
on  the actual  dynamics that are at the root  of this phenomenon",  he  says. 
CGT  - Centre Confederal  d'Etudes Economiques & Sociales 
Note  eoo.  nO  184.  May  1980 
L'automotisation de la production  :  premieres  reflexions 
The  text  covers automation in general but  examines  only its introduction in 
industry. 
Taking up  the traditional analysis of monopolistic  state capitalism by the 
French  Communist  Party,  the  CGT  stresses the difference,  which  in its view is 
fundamental,  between automation of servioe9 and automation of industr.y,  this di-
vision being based on  the nature of the work  :  productive or non-productive 
(added value). 
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Although automation of non-productive sectors allows incidental production 
costs to be reduced,  automation of productive sectors must  lead to an abrupt 
reduction in profit  ~tea (cutting out  human  work)  and is therefore incompatible 
with capitalism.  However  it is· being introduced selectively and locally on  the 
basis Of  semi-automation,  the consequences of which·on  employment  are here 
analysed in fairly great  detail with a  few  general  themes  s 
- The  general trend observed is a  separation between operations that  can and 
cannot  be automated.  The  disparities between the two  are a  source of  cont~ 
diction. 
- Automation introduces a  very great flexibility of organization,  both in the 
design and in the selection of products. 
According to the CGT,  the main  impacts to be  expected on  employment,  in both 
volume  and quality ·terms·,  are  t  ·  · 
- a  reduction in labour directly as'signed to production,  capital-labour substi-
tution and increases·in productivity, 
- an increase in  job's  concerned with design,  organization and maintenance of 
product  ion, 
- most  of the loss of employment  is of a.n  economic  rather than a  technical nature  : 
in France,  the strategy of international  specialization and the  pol~cy of 
market  slots, 
- the current  pace at which the new  technology is being introduced does  not  seem 
adequate to overcome  the crisis and therefore resolve the unemployment  problemt 
- as far as skills are concerned,  two  trends are analysed  :  a  trend towards 
homogenization as a  result  of the unification of man-machine  relations and a 
tendency towards a  greater intellectual content  in prqduction work. 
The  first trend is iikely to downgrade  certain specific  jobs,  to increase mobility 
and vulnerability of  jobs in general and to affect certain occupational guarantees. 
The  second trend will shift qualification criteria from  a  gestural to an intel-
lectual level; it may  give rise to problems in training and retraining and the 
recognition of skills, and lead to massive deskilling. 
- The  CGT  lays emphasis  on the tendency of large firms to  subcontract  a  number' 
of tasks related to the new  technology  (design,  maintenance and all tasks that 
are not  of a  regular nature)  and points to the dangers,of this trend with  regard 
to the common  safeguarding of working conditions and employment,  and the workers' 
right to a  say in the organization of work.  · 
-As far as working conditions are concerned,  much  emphasis is laid on  the risk. 
of the worker losing control  over the machine and the possibility of workers 
adopting a  hostile attitude to the. machine as  such.  ri'he  possibility of  extreme 
individualization of work  and destruction of worker's  groupings is also  stressed. 
Finally the paper touches upon  the neglected question of the consequences of 
automation on  forms  of wages  (abolition of efficiency wages,  gene~l wage 
policy,  etc  ••• ). 
.;. • 
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The  strategies emerging from  the analysis in the way  of union action are  : 
overall,  there must  be  greater planning and a  ·eduction in working hours, 
resistance to the introduction of shift workin.  ,~,  and an increase in real 
wages  ; 
-the introduction of the technology must  be moniGored  and action taken at 
the design stage  ; 
- the question of skills must  be tackled in terms of collective skills and the 
subject  of versatility reconsidered  ; 
- united and interdependent workers'groupings must  be built up  again on  new 
bases. 
GASPARD  M. 
Mutations technologiques  et  emploi a travers la crise 
Travail  et  emploi,  No  7,  1981. 
Does  the machine create more  jobs than it destroys ?  The  reply to this 
question is complex and variable  :  it is contingent  on  historical circumstances. 
The  text  starts by outlining the long histo~ of the relationship between 
technology and  employment.  In actual fact  few  new  ideas have been  expressed 
in the 20th  centu~; most  go  back to the ideological beginnings in the 19th 
centu~ and the social  struggles that followed.  The  debate flares up  again 
whenever there are serious economic  difficulties.  A parallel may  be  drawn 
between the depression of the thirties and  Taylorism-Fordism  on  the one  hand 
and today's recession and the information technologies on the other. 
What  relationship is there between technology and depression ?  Are  economic 
and  social  changes  simultaneously a  condition for the dissemination of new 
technologies,  a  condition for recovery and a  condition for a  return to full 
employment?  These questions can only be asked at a  macro-economic and macro-
social level. 
In France there has been  since 1974 a  decline in industrial  employment  and a 
growth in the tertiary sector.  Although a  clear link can be  established between 
automation and productivity in industry,  the  same  is not  true in the services 
where  the concept  of productivity is much  less clear cut.  Also  in the tertiary 
sector the introduction of electronic technologies completely changes the nature 
of the services  supplied. 
Consequently,  the usual arguments based on  concepts of output  volume,  unit 
production costs and productivity are inapplicable in this sector. 
In industry,  the decline in overall industrial  employment  may  be  expected to 
continue at a  fairly high  rate.  The  electronic industry will create jobs at 
world level and competitiveness will be the decisive factor for the level of natio-
nal  employment  in this sector. 
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rrhe  major unknown  concerns the demand  for and production of services and the 
social organization of this production.  Elnployment  depends on that •  Here the 
trend in working hours will be decisive  :  the amount  of free time appears to 
be one  of the "overspill11  mechanisms  through which  technical progress increases 
both the number  of  jobs and collective wealth. 
The  author ends with a  new  question  :  rather than stifling technical progress, 
are not  the obstacles put  in the way  of its application by the existing economic 
and  social  structures one  of the root  causes of the crisis ?  Is not  the removal 
of these barriers simultaneously a  condition for the widespread dissemination 
of the new  technologies,  a  condition for recovery and a  condition for a  return 
to full  employment  ? 
To  reply to these questions it is necessary to formulate a  theory of tertiary 
activities. 
D.  TAYLOR 
Innovation and Employment 
Youthaid,  1981. 
According to the Youthaid report,  hasty generalizations on the foreseeable 
effects of technical progress in manufacturing industries may  often be mislea-
ding.  In  some  cases,  investments in labour-saving systems may  bring about  cost 
reductions that  stimtuate demand  sufficiently to lead to an increase in the 
employment  level.  In other cases,  the saving in maripower  will not  be offset 
elsewhere and the labour force will be reduced. 
The  report  is the culmination of a  two-year survey on the impacts of technical 
progress in industry on  job prospects in the foundry,  machine tool  and electronic 
component  sectors.  The  general  results of the  survey are based on replies from 
approximately 35  %,  42  %  and 47  %  respectively of the firms  employing 20 or more 
people in each  industry. 
The  report  indicates that  investment projects with a  low  labour intensity do  not 
automatically reduce  job prospects in an industry.  It is probable that an indus-
try's capacity to manufacture  saleable products has a  far more  important  0ffect 
on the overall level of employment  than the way  in which it manufactures them. 
This  emerges  from  recent  developments in the foundry and electronic industries. 
In the first  case,  a  modest  increase in productivity per worker led to a  drastic 
fall  in the level of  employment;  in the  second,  a  high  increase in productivity 
was  accompanied by a  rise in the level of  employment. 
./. • 
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Most  probably office automation will  reduce the nnmber  of managerial, 
administrative and office staff needed by many  fi ms,  even though a  reversal 
of this trend is possible if the adoption of comp:· ex manufacturing processes 
calls for increased administrative work. 
The  implications of technical progress for skilled manual  labour are more 
difficult to identify.  Although many  new  technologies tend to call for diffe-
rent  skills,  it is by no  means  certain that this w.;_ll  result  in a  general  reduction 
in skilled manual  labour.  This will of course occur in some  industries (certainly 
in the foundr,y  industr.y)  but  the new  techniques will call for new  flexibility in 
the use of labour.  This may  result  in a  less clear-out  distinction between tech-
nicians and skilled workers  :  in the  same  way  as employment  trends over the past 
two  years amongst  manual  workers in the machine tool and foundry industries reflect 
the worsening economic  recession,  so  the level of  employment  for high-grade tech-
nicians,  researchers,  technicians and draughtsmen  in the electronic components 
industry appears to have  increased as technical progress has been made. 
Finally,  the report  briefly examines the capacity of one  of the large industries 
in the services sector - retailing - to offer jobs to workers made  redundant  in 
the manufacturing industries.  It fails to see how  this sector could absorb all 
the workers who  will probably be obliged to leave manufacturing industry.  In 
fact,  the services sector itself offers enormous  potential for labour-saving in-
novations,  which means  that its own  manpower  requirements will fall.  Even  a  consi-
derably increased demand  for services would  not  necessarily lead to a  substantial 
increase in the level of  employment  in that  sector. 
R.  BOYER  and P.  PETIT 
Forecasting the impact  of technical  change  on  employment 
Paper read at the research  seminar of the Commission  of 
the European Communities  in the relations between tech-
nology,  capital and labour.  3-4  September 1981. 
The  paper takes as its starting point  the fact  that there are two  different 
approaches to the relationship between technical  change and  employment  which 
have little in common.  The  macro-economic  method leads to precise and quanti-
fied figures but  comes  up  against  a  number  of  difficulties  :  theoretical problems 
regarding the nature of employment,  empirical difficulties in defining of inter-
national  competition and  econometric problems in measuring technical change. 
On  the other hand,  applied technological  studies demonstrate the specific nature 
of foreseeable  changes  in the organization of production and the creation of  new 
products.  'llflcy  explain the  economic  and social issues involved in union strategies, 
in company management  methods  or state intervention,  a  factor that affects the 
rate at which progress  spreads.  However,  most  of these studies do  not  succeed in 
establishing a  clear link with the simulation of a  macro-economic model  tested on 
the past. 
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The  paper by BOYER  and PETIT  suggests  integrating some  of the factors deter-
mining technical progress in a  macro-econometric model  which,  like the one 
tested on the medium-term  development  of five European industries,  throws 
light  on  the respective contributions of innovation variables and variables 
related to the conventional  instruments of  economic  policy.  This third approach 
has obvious limits which are due to the 'difficulties in measuring innovation and 
the relative heterogeneity of regulating mechanisms  in each of the national 
economies.  However,  it does allow a  genuine linkup with applied technological 
studies,  a  necessary condition for predicting the  impact  of technical progress-on 
employment. 
J.L.  MISSIKA,  o.  PASTRE,  Ch.  STOFFAES 
Informatisation et  emploi  "Menace  ou mutation ?" 
La  Documentation Frangaise,  Informatisation et 
societe 11,  1981. 
The  work  consists of three separate texts  : 
"Les debats sur l'infonnatique et  l'emploi  comparaison interna.tionale" 
(Debates  on  computerization and  employment  1  international comparison) 
"Les  effets de 1'  infonnatisation sur le travail et 1' ernploi  a 1 'horizon 1985" 
(Effects of computerization on work  and  employment  up  to 1985) 
"L' emploi  et la revolution infonnationnelle". 
(Employment  and the information revolution). 
A.  Debates  on computerization and  employment 
This first  paper consists of an analysis of the debates raging in Europe and in 
the United States.  The  context  of the European debate is different  from  that  of 
the American  one  :  economic,  technological and cultural backgrounds have  changed. 
In general J.L. MISSIKA,  the author of the first paper,  sees four paradoxes in 
the debate  : 
(a)  Hardware manufacturers are two-faced  :  pessimistic about  employment  when  they 
speak to their customers and optimistic to the general public, 
(b)  Even  the most  pessimistic  studies on  the effects of computerization on  employ-
ment  consider that a  failure to introduce the new  technologies would have  even 
more  harmful  effects on  employment  (because of competitiveness), 
(c)  The  French  debate,  which  focuses  on  computing and the tertiary sector,  has 
less to say about  industry and micro-processors,  as  elsewhere in Europe. 
(d)  The  essential question of methodology does not  appear in the debate  • 
.  ;. i 
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rrhe  author then reviews the various results obtained,  after outlining the 
methods  used (retrospective micro-economic  surveys and macro-economic  fore-
casting models)  and the  scope of the studies  (sec  or,  type of application, 
occupation). 
Three types of results are then discussed  :  the ha.nnful  impact  of comput eri-
zation on  employment,  the favourable  impact,  and inability to decide.  The 
author then outlines the positions of the two  sides of industr.y (relativisation 
of the problem amongst  employers,  more  complex and varied trade union position) 
and the policies adopted by the various  government  authorities in Europe. 
After this general presentation,  the author reviews the debates  going on  in the 
United States,  the United Kingdom  and Federal  Germany. 
In the United States,  the question is regarded as psychological  rather than 
real.  There,  unemployment  is no  longer regarded as inevitable and the autho-
rities are  seen as being responsible for its level.  In any case,  because of 
the size of the computer  sector in that  countr.y this technology is regarded as 
creating ,jobs  even by the AFL-CIO.  Computing is not  the  subject of an adminis-
trative section and therefore little thought  has been devoted to it.  Although 
the question of technology and society is well  covered,  there are few  university 
projects on  computing and employment. 
- In Britain,  the debate is active and widespread.  Research projects are numerous 
and curiously enough  everyone  seems  to agree that these technologies must  be 
introduced despite their harmful  effect  on  employment.  There is no  alternative 
because of the international constraint.  The  debate is focused on  industry. 
The  level of public aid is high,  the main aim  being to make  up  the technological 
leeway that is regarded as catastrophic from  the viewpoint  of industrial  jobs. 
The  TUC  and CBI  are in favour of the development  of technologies. 
The  studies generally consider it difficult to make  a  strict evaluation of the 
impact  of microelectronics on  employment.  It is not  possible to make  a  precise 
assessment  of the beneficial and harmful  effects,  although the latter are the most 
visible.  The  problem  in Britain is that  the changeover is too  slow.  The  SPRU  is 
responsible for ma~ of the pessimistic forecasts that  fuel the British debate. 
- In Germany,  the current  debate,  which  is more  strained is a  follow-up to the 
long-standing rationalization debate.  The  nuclear issue also constantly crops up 
alongside  computing.  The  other aspects are more  conventional,  and are close to 
the British debate  on  some  points  (general acceptance,  for  ~ple). 
There is some  conflict between the policy of the Minister for Technology  (social 
democrat)  and the Minister. for Economic  Affairs (liberal).  The  DGB  is in favour of 
computerization but  is calling for  safeguards~  The  employers  do  not  consider that 
there is any  lon~tenn employment  problem in Genna.ny. 
There are quite a  number  of studies on  the subject  and MISSIKA  gives a  brief 
rwtdown of them. 
The  author ends by showing that in his view the main debate is between the adhe-
rents of technological  determinism and  supporters of a  degree of neut ra.li  ty in this 
technology. 
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B.  The  effects of computerization on work and employment 
The  aim  of the authors here is to inject  some  order into the discussion, 
to  seek constants,  to  study methodologies and to introduce the reader to 
a  large number  of empirical  studies.  The  scope is limited to automation. 
The  study is in two  parts  :  an  empirical part  dealing with various technolo-
gical innovations  (a series of data sheets) and a  second macro-economic part 
which  specifically tackles employment  questions. 
Part  I  is argued in ter.ms  of  jobs,  the quantitative result up  to 1985  being 
as follows  : 
- Numerically controlled machine tools 
- Computer-aided design 
- Process automation 
- Automation of mass  production 
- Word  processing machines 
Document  reading and processing 
- Telecopying 
: 
4 000  jobs abolished 
2·to 3  000  jobs abolished 
50  000  jobs abolished 
50  000  jobs abolished 
82  000  jobs abolished 
13  000  jobs abolished (bank) 
11  000  jobs abolished 
In Part  II, automation is studied as having a  differential influence in relation 
to the main developments  on  the French labour markets  since 1965. 
Four developments are  singled out.  If observations are not  confined to users 
alone,  it is clear that  computerization creates  jobs in industry and services 
and leads to a  redistribution of  jobs between these sectors.  If users are 
analysed,  it is striking to  see the complexity of the  job creation/job abolition 
mechanism  and the transfers of  jobs brought  about  by computerization. 
A detailed study of these mechanisms,  however,  indicates that the stabilization 
of manpower  may  be assumed in the context  of slower growth.  T<aking  this hypothe-
sis,  the advantage of  examining skills as well as the  sectors concerned becomes 
clear.  It is in this way  that the  system will adapt to the new  technologies. 
The  study shows  that the sectors and skills threatened today are the very ones 
whose  development  made  it possible to mitigate unemployment  in recent times. 
c.  Employment  and the  information revolution 
Assuming that  a  post-industrial  society will  come  about  as a  result  of the 
introduction of computer technology,  the author of this third paper proposes a 
general  study of the future  society,  the conditions for obtaining it and the 
barriers in its path. 
The  debate is first  set  in an historical context  in which  the responses provided 
by theory and by economic  history to the  general question of technology and 
employment  are analysed. 
The  author then shows  what  he believes to be the three main  elements in the 
current difficulties (rise in unemployment  and decline in industrial  employment, 
emergence  of an underground  economy,  malfunctioning of the tertiar.y sector and 
growth in organizational costs) before  demonstrating how  microelectronics can 
provide a  solution.  The  analysis he makes  is close to the cycles of  Kond~tiev  • 
.  ;. 
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The  tertiar.y sector is bound to  show  substantial  development  and political 
economy  is poorly equipped to analyse and measure  his development.  The 
citizen of the post-industrial  society will make  ~;e of increased productivity 
to work  less rather than to consume  more. 
Thus  free time will generate  some  new  commercial activities but above all non-
commercial activities which are at present  beyond the reach of national accounts. 
The  author then shows  that if our societies accept  the future and equip themselves 
with the means  and the will to face up  to it, the crises will  rapidly be overcome. 
It is necessar.y to rethink both work and production. 
A.B.  CHERNS 
Some  speculations on  the development  of microelectronics and its social conse-
quences 
International  Labour  Review, 
ILO,  vol 119,  No  6,  1981. 
The  author first develops the theory of post-materialism,  which  is related to 
that  of de-industrialization,  a  new  and more  critical attitude by workers to 
organized work. 
Any  technology offers the possibility of choices.  The  way  in which  the new 
technologies are used will  depend  greatly on factors reflecting the types of 
industrial  economies,  social values and structures,  and political regimes adopted 
in the countries under consideration.  Despite that, attitudes will remain 
deterministic and it is rare that the full  range of possible choices  on  the basis 
of a  given technology is taken into account.  Up  to now  choices have mainly been 
in the hands of engineers and hardware manufacturers,  to whom  the perfect machine 
is one that an imbecile could operate. 
Starting from  the assumption that there will be a  substantial and lasting reduction 
in the volume  of  employment  available,  the author analyses the various possibili-
ties open to our society :  elitism,  dualism,  loss of the work  ethic,  and the con-
sequences for organizations,  unions and industry.  To  allowadaptations  to the 
new  si  tua.tion to  come  about,  it would  be necessary among  other things to separate 
questions of employment  from  the allocation of resources.  The  author is also 
concerned about  the fact  that  existing decisionmakers  concent~te solely on inter-
national  competitiveness and full  employment • 
P.  STONFJw'lAN,  N.  BLATTNER,  o.  PASTRE 
The  information technologies,  productivity and  employment  :  analytical  study 
based on national reports 
OECD,  Paris,  October 1981. 
This  report  examines  the practical  conclusions and recommendations  in the 
reports by committees  set  up  in the  O~D  member  countries t.o  study the conse-
quences of information technology on productivity and  employment.  Its conclusions 
are qualitative rather than quantitative. 
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The  stu~·analyses the past and future  impact  of technology on both the 
demand  for and supply of labour.  It  th~n studies the pace at which  technology 
is spreading and working conditions before turning to government  st~tegies 
and policies. 
The  impact  of microelectronics on  a  country would  depend amongst  other things 
on  : 
1. the technological  starting point  of its economy, 
2.  the degree of potential-productivity expected of microelectronics, 
3.  the time  scale for which  the forecasting is conducted, 
4.  its commercial  environment  and the behaviour of other economies. 
Up  to  now  there is no  firm  evidence that  the current  high levels of unemployment 
are due  to technical progress.  Other factors appear to be more  important. 
However  technology does  indeed have  effects on  job  supply and demand. 
The  dissemination process is important  for the future .and the analysis tends to 
prove that it will be  slower than might  have been expected.  Microelectronics can 
have  a  radical  effect  on  industrial  structures and the demand  for skills and may 
affect  some  categories of worker more  than others.  Nevertheless the authors 
show  that, if account  is taken of the offsetting effects that  can be predicted, 
there will.be little change in overall demand. 
Four points are put  forward as conclusions  : 
1. microelectronics is becoming more  and more  important  in all spheres of  economic 
activity, 
2.  the  short-term developments caused by microelectronics will have more  effect  on 
the levels of skills and the organic  structure than on the manpower  level, 
3.  a  low  level of application in a  given  countr.y may  cause its economy to become 
less and less competitive and that  in turn may  have  secondary effects on 
employment  that  could be very much  more  serious than the effects of direct 
displacement, 
4.  microelectronics can help to  improve  the quality of life but,  in the light  of 
the current  situation in each country,  it is by no  means  certain that the poten-
tial benefits will actually be attained. 
The  economic  costs will mainly be related to  structural problems  such as distortion 
between the skills available and the skills required on the labour market.  It 
is therefore to be hoped that the policies adopted will make  adjustment  easier and 
less costly for the individuals concerned. 
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